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It’s Time To Think About
Magazines at Retail
Differently

Magazines are more than just words on a page, rather
content that entertains, informs, educates and inspires
Your readers/customers…
Let’s work Together
to Leverage Everything Magazines have to offer

Consumers Engage with Magazines
Consumers of ALL AGES read magazines
especially younger adults

91% of adults

94% of those under 35
&
94% of those under 25

Survey Question = Have you read a magazine in the last six months? (print and digital editions)

MPA-Fact-book 2017

Base U.S. adlts 18+ GFK MRI Fall 2016

Retail’s Environments are Changing
Starting with Consumers

Quick Look at Retail Sales

0.4%

http://strapagiel.com/retail-sales-analysis-Canada.html

3%

http://strapagiel.com/retail-sales-analysis-Canada.html

Lets Dig In a Little on E-Commerce

Current numbers
Up 11.6% last 3 months YoY

http://strapagiel.com/retail-sales-analysis-Canada.html

Key Takeaways
• Print Readership Is Strong
• There Are More Canadians
– Aging/More Diverse
– Growing Slowly

• Traditional Retail Changing
– Growing Sales
• But at a Slower Rate
• Grocery Drug Grew at a Faster Pace

• Over 60% of Canadians are e
Shoppers

• E Commerce Growing Rapidly
– Overall Sales Still Dwarfed by
Traditional. 2.9%
– Often Driven By Convenience
– 40% of E Commerce In Traditional

• Media And Gen Merch dominates
On-line Purchases
• Amazon Is The Leading Online
Retailer, and Focusing on
Expanding Its Physical Presence
With The Acquisition of Whole
Foods.

Traditional Retailers React

Canadian retailers are also developing omnichannel capabilities

Reach of Online Services for Grocery & HBC
Used

Interested in Trying

70%
60%

15%

50%
40%
30%

30%

26%

20%
10%

27%

11%

10%

13%

Pick-up At Store

Pick-up at a
Designated Site

Online Grocery
Delivery

50%

0%

Source: Kantar Consulting (2017 shopper data)

Buy Online, Ship
To Home
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Sobeys has partnered with Ocado

Stepping-up delivery and the interface:
 Sobeys online grocery shopping business will be built on
the Ocado Smart Platform
 Front-end web site functionality supported with Ocado’s
‘web shop’ and mobile grocery ordering applications
 Fulfilment centre in the Greater Toronto Area, which is
expected to be completed within 2 years
 Routing management technology to optimize delivery
truck efficiency, customer service excellence
 This marks Ocado’s first move into Canada; it’s already
partnered with Morrisons (since 2016)
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The Physical Store is Changing Too

Key Takeaways
• Magazines Remain A Strong
Consumer Category In Print And Online
• The Canadian Consumer is Changing
– Aging/More Diverse and Growing

• Traditional Retail is Challenged
– Still Growing Sales but at a Slower Rate

• E Commerce Growing Rapidly
– Overall Sales Still Dwarfed by Traditional
– Often Driven by Convenience

• Traditional Retail is Ramping Up
Efforts in E-commerce
– Click And Collect, Instacart Etc
– Leveraging On-line Tools

• Physical Stores Are Changing
– Differentiate, Experience
– Removing Friction
– Impacting Impulse Display

• Check-Out Impacted

That Retail Environment is Where
We Must
Leverage Our Best

Grocery, mass, and drug store channels are regular purchase points for magazine readers who
participate in household shopping.

Where Regular Magazine Purchases Are Made
Base: Purchase Magazines, Non-subscription

Grocery Store

56%

Mass Merchant

44%

Drugs Store

41%

Book Store

24%

Convenience Store

14%

Newsstand

11%

Gas Station
Other

5%
1%
From which type of retailer(s) do you regularly purchase magazines? MULTI SELECT

At grocery, mass, and drug stores, in or near the checkout lane is the
most common location from which magazines are purchased, but
mainline sections, which allow time for browsing, also capture a
significant share of sales.
Location In Store Where Magazines Are Purchased
In the checkout lane
In a magazine section by the front of the store
In a magazine display within another section
Grocery Store (n=227)

49%

Mass Merchant (n=180)

19%

43%

Drugs Store (n=124)
Book Store (n=65)

Just before the checkout lane
In a magazine section elsewhere in the store

12%

40%

Convenience Store (n=42)

21%

Newsstand (n=24)

21%

17%
24%
8%

17%

21%

19%

28%

13%

23%
23%

26%

Checkout Area / Front-of-Store
From where in STORE do you most often purchase magazines?

1%

15%
26%

21%
21%

2%

26%
42%

2%
3%
7%
8%

Mainline

The In-Store Conversion Model represents shoppers’ path from awareness to
purchase.
Magazine In-Store Conversion – Most Recent Grocery Trip
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%

Did they notice
the product
while they
shopped?

Were they aware
that the product
is being sold?

85%

Did they pick up
or browse the
product?

Did they purchase
the product?

5%

10%

68%

30%
20%
10%
0%
Aware of Sale

Noticed During Shop
80%

Interacted With
15%

Purchased
50%

Display Space Leads to Sales
Maintaining retail newsstand presence has grown more costly for magazine publishers, leading some to
reduce their retail distribution.
Consumer behaviour shows the need to maintain and grow retail space for magazines, especially Canadian
magazines.
Opportunities
•
Over half of magazine purchases are impulse-based.
•
Retail selection and display provide inspiration to buy not only magazines, but also magazines provide
inspiration to purchase advertised products.
•

Increase sales by leveraging four key elements:
Visibility: Shoppers do judge a magazine by its cover—but first they have to see the magazine rack.
Browsability: An accessible location in the store with an easy-to-browse, organized display.
Diversity: A large, varied selection appealing to many interests, including Canadian content.
Promotional pizzazz: Shoppers love special pricing, special editions, timely event tie-ins, local content,
loyalty points and creative merchandising.

Magazines recently won
more space at checkout
in No Frills!

In-Store Magazine Conversion by Channel
Conventional Grocery Store

Discount Grocery Store

Mass Merchant

Drug Store

90%

70%

50%

30%

10%

-10%

Aware of Sale

Conversion at Discount

Noticed During Shop

82%

Interacted With

14%

Purchased

50%

239 Stores
added new
Checkouts and
218 Stores
added new
digest pockets
Sales up are
up 154% in
2018!

Magazine Benefits to Retailers
Magazines attract traffic, elevate shopper satisfaction, and differentiate stores
Drives Traffic: 1 in 2 purchases are planned
Conversion from ‘notice’ to purchase for magazines is stronger than for books and cards
Attract Shoppers
High-value: magazines buyers are more likely to buy new products
Younger: Millennials seek info and are keen to discover new products as they develop
their tastes and preferences
Increase Basket Size: 1 in 2 purchases are impulse, adding to the basket
Most readers value print and are willing to pay for content in a physical copy

Satisfy Shoppers: magazine purchase on trip correlates with higher satisfaction with the
shopping experience
And distributors do most of the merchandising work!

Magazines and magazine content are considered
Trusted Media and lead to opportunity for sales
not only in store for Retailers but also for
Advertised Products.

Magazines are generally perceived as a more positive use
of time and more trusted source of information than TV or
digital media.
Media Interaction

(% Agree Statement Describes Media & Time Spent)

Watching TV

Reading Print Magazine

Reading Online

34

47

38

34

49

40

51

45

Feeling in control
Feel it’s a good use of my time

Has information I trust
Source: Media Connections Study, Magazines Canada & BrandSpark 2014.
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Ads in magazines are more likely to be considered a good
part of the experience, especially when compared to
digital.
Media Interaction

(% Agree Statement Describes Media & Time Spent)

Watching TV

Has my full attention

Reading Print Magazine

42

45

32

36

44

31

44

47

Inspiring
Advertisements are a good part of
the experience
Source: Media Connections Study, Magazines Canada & BrandSpark 2014.

Reading Online

21

Established print brands had greater trust in a US study
than purely digital brands, providing a positive halo for
advertisers

USA
Time > Facebook shared
People > TMZ
Source: ShareThrough Publish Attitudes Survey

Established print brands had greater trust in US & UK study
than purely digital brands, providing a positive halo for
advertisers

US
Time > Facebook shared
People > TMZ
Economist > Huffington Post

UK

Source: ShareThrough Publish Attitudes Survey

Magazines Motivate Consumers
Magazine readers are responsive consumers. They read and act on magazine ads that attract their attention.
Of survey respondents:
 55% searched online
 46% used coupons and advertised promotions
 44% visited the advertisers’ website
 29% clipped or saved ads
 21% told others about ads
 14% liked or followed the advertiser on social media
 11% had a better opinion of the advertiser
The more often people read magazines, the more likely they are to take any of these actions.
 Women are slightly more likely to act on magazine advertising.
 No difference by age: Millennials are as responsive as older groups.
Magazine readers are responsive to promotional efforts, and show a willingness to make discretionary purchases based on the in-store
experience

Nearly 1 in 2 purchased an item they did not plan to buy on their last grocery trip.

Over 50% of readers have researched a product online after seeing an ad in
print and 44% went straight to the advertiser’s website.
Actions Triggered by Magazine Advertising
Searched online about the product

55%

Used or planned to use the coupon/promotion
listed on the ad

46%

Visited the advertiser’s website

44%

Clipped/saved the advertisement

29%

Mentioned the advertisement to others

21%

“Liked” or “followed” the advertiser on a social
network

14%

Had a better opinion of the advertiser
Used the QR code / 2D Barcode provided on the
Ad

11%
8%

Which of the following have you ever done after seeing a magazine ad that captured your attention? Select all that apply.

Among readers, Millennials are just as likely as older readers to take action based on the
advertisements they see in magazines.

Actions Triggered by Magazine Advertising by Age Segment
18 - 35

35 – 54

55+

Searched online about the
product

53%
42%

Used or planned to use the
coupon/promotion listed…
Visited the advertiser’s
website

42%
26%

Clipped/saved the
advertisement
Mentioned the
advertisement to others

20%

Had a better opinion of the
advertiser
Used the QR code / 2D
Barcode provided on the Ad

7%

12%
9%
10%
9%

48%
47%
45%
46%

30%
29%

24%
23%

15%

Which of the following have you ever done after seeing a magazine ad that captured your attention? Select all that apply.

57%
57%

Shoppers are more likely to report paying attention to the ads in print media than online.
Stated Ad Attention by Channel – Print & Online Media
Always

Sometimes

Never

I don't watch/ read/listen to/ use that media channel

Magazines in Print

11%

57%

Newspapers

11%

56%

Websites (other than search engines
and social media)
Search Engines
Social Networks (i.e Facebook, Twitter,
Google+, etc.)
Mobile Apps (i.e. Smartphones, Tablets)

6%

20%

56%

31%

8%

52%

34%

10%

48%

7%

35%

How often do you pay attention to advertising in the following media?
Source: BrandSpark Canadian Shopper Study, 2017

19%

30%

42%

13%

13%

8%

6%

11%

17%

Print readers report that magazine ads are a major point of discovery for new
products.
Magazine Reader Attitudes
(% Completely Agree / Agree)

Magazines inform me about new
products

67%

I have gone to a website after seeing a
mention of a brand/product I am
interested in in a magazine

57%

Magazines are a source of inspiration for
me

45%

I am interested in products featured in
magazine advertising

42%

I have been driven to take action after
seeing magazine advertisements

31%

Magazines impact my purchase decisions
I trust products more after seeing them
featured in magazine advertising

29%

21%

Magazines help grow the basket. Millennials are 1.2x more likely to state that magazines
encourage them to buy products they would not have thought of buying.
Buying Magazines at Retail (Strongly Agree/Agree)
100%

Total

18 - 35 (n=161)

35 - 44 (n=162)

45 – 54 (n=325)

55 – 64 (n=555)

90%
80%

Reuters Institute:
Millennials are
opting for print
10% more than
older readers

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
I am happy with I often browse the I’d like more
the assortment of magazine section variety in the
magazines at my but do not buy
magazines my
go-to retailer
any
regular grocery
store carries

I tend to spend
I am often
Magazines
I look forward to I will visit a store I would switch
time browsing reminded to buy a encourage me to browsing the
more often if
stores
through
magazine when I buy other things I magazine section magazines I like occasionally if I
magazines when see them in the would not have
/ stand
are available there could not find my
available in store
store
thought of buying
preferred
magazine

Please indicate how much you agree with the following statements about buying magazines:

On their last grocery trip, 45% of magazine readers purchased an item they did not plan to buy:
they show a greater willingness than the average shopper to make discretionary purchases.
Activities Done on Last Grocery Shopping Trip – In-Store Behaviour
45%
39%

Magazine readers
more likely to use
flyers in-store
(vs. 15%*)

Magazine readers
more likely to try
new products
(vs. 8%*)

22%

19%

17%

16%
9%

8%
3%

Purchased items I Used the flyer
didn't plan on while shopping
buying

Looked for
special loyalty
point offers

Checked for in- Purchased a new Forgot to pick up Asked a clerk for
store coupons product I hadn’t items that I
help or for
needed
information
bought before
Which, if any, of the following activities did you do on this trip?

* Average Canadian household shopper in the BrandSpark Canadian Shopper Study, 2017

Sampled
products

Looked for recipe
inspiration instore

Key Findings from Consumer Research READER LANDSCAPE
• Reading frequency: 50% of readers read a magazine in print format at least once a week, while 28%
read digital editions with the same frequency. Survey respondents are also frequent newspaper and
book readers. Four in 10 watch movies at home at least once a week.
• Buying frequency: 41% of respondents buy one or more magazines per month—more often than
the 26% who purchase books this often.
• Magazines outperform newspapers, greeting cards and books with in-store conversion from
awareness to final purchase. Average purchase frequency is higher in Quebec. Purchase frequency is
similar among all age groups except those age 18–34, who buy less often.
• People who pay for magazines—at retail or by subscribing—read them more often. Subscribers
purchase magazines at retail almost as often as do non-subscribers, suggesting that a subscription
does not replace single-copy purchases. A minority of readers (35%) report accessing only free
magazines, such as pass-along or public place copies.

Magazine purchasers were 28% more likely to be satisfied with their overall in-store experience:
magazines can elevate the experience and correlate with better atmosphere.

Satisfaction with In Store Experience
(% Completely Satisfied)

Purchased Magazine on Last Trip

Did Not Purchase Magazine
45%

The overall in-store
experience

47%

Length of time waiting in
the checkout line

35%

Assortment of products in
the store

35%

47%

Suggest buying
for family

39%

The value of the products
you purchased

34%
52%

The customer service you
received
Types of products at
checkout

Buyers ‘treat’
themselves
with a
magazine

35%

39%
24%
21%
How satisfied were you with the following aspects of your trip?

Focus on
experience: “curl
up at home”

What happens when both print and digital formats are available and free?
Millennials continue to prefer the paper flyer.
Flyer Format Preference – Millennial Shoppers

Reuters Institute:
Millennials are
opting for print
10% more than
older readers
Source:
Metroland Media & BrandSpark Flyer & Coupon Study

Key Findings from Consumer Research
AT RETAIL
•

•

•

•

•
•

Browsing at the newsstand is an in-person, tactile experience that’s not possible online. It’s an
important route to discovery of new magazines and new interests. On average, survey
respondents browsed magazines during 3.5 of their last 10 shopping trips, purchasing a magazine
on 1.1 of these trips. Most commonly, buyers mentioned that magazine covers are a purchase
motivator.
About half of magazine purchases are planned to some degree, from seeking out a specific title, to
seeking out a particular category of magazine, to simply seeking out a magazine in general. Topselling titles benefit most often from planned purchases. The remaining half of purchases are
impulse buys.
Browsing and discovery of new magazines or special issues are vital to the impulse purchase, as
are covers that attract and appeal to shoppers. Impulse buys are more typical among light readers
than heavy readers.
Retailers typically carry a relatively small selection of Canadian magazines, yet shoppers
demonstrate a strong appetite for Canadian content. In many stores, Canadian magazines outsell
their U.S.-based counterparts. In 2017, Canada 150 specials in particular were very popular.
The research found a correlation between paid media and awareness of its origin. Readers who pay
for magazine content know whether it’s Canadian or not.
Survey respondents whose shopping trip included a magazine purchase report greater
satisfaction with their shopping experience.

Magazines: A Powerful Consumer Category

Utilizing Publishing Assets
to Drive Innovation for
Consumer Engagement,
& Bottom Line Results
at Retail

Beyond providing Sales & Profit …Connecting to Shoppers
The New Retail Environment Demands More…
and Magazines Are Ready to Deliver
Magazines are uniquely positioned
to bring excitement to the Customer experience,
adding an element of surprise to each visit,
with content that is new and relevant

Opportunity

“The connected commerce era has arrived.
Consumers are no longer shopping
entirely online or offline; rather they’re
taking a blended approach, using
whatever channel best suits their needs.
The most successful retailers and
manufacturers will be at the intersection
of the physical and virtual worlds,
leveraging technology to satisfy shoppers
however, wherever and whenever they
want to shop.”
Patrick Dodd, President,
Global Retailer Vertical, Nielsen

Collaborative Opportunities:
• Pre-Trip Engagement
• Shared Databases
• Click n’ Collect
• Social Media
• Meal Solutions / Planning
• Special Events
• Digital Couponing
• Continuity Programs
• Digital Apps
• Shopper Information & Resources

Examples of Opportunities... Meal Ideas & Solutions
Good

Tie in Martha Stewart’s Living
magazine with her new
cookbook in a joint display

Best

Better

Digital couponing and
loyalty card offers

Collaborative relationship to
with publishers to create a
blended shopping approach

Digital shelf talker with a
personalized video message from
Chip and Joanna to your shopper

Recipes for retailer
Specials / Feature items

Consumer giveaways
and contests
Buy Both and
Save!

Only the freshest
ingredients

Shared content across sites
(providing resource with
access to all recipes)
Populate customer shopping
list on retailer app

Leveraging Everything
• Unique, high quality, diverse and Consumer relevant products
• Very profitable products
• Flexible, knowledgeable DSD based supply chain
• Publishers heavily vested in and with knowledge of the digital marketplace
• Changing Consumers open to new marketing approaches
• Challenging and rapidly shifting retail environment
• Depth of knowledge within industry on the reading Consumer
• Unlimited Consumer/store/content collaborative opportunities
• And So Much More

Canadian and local magazines outperform the
category as a whole
Canada 150 content sold well in 2017

New titles are capturing Millennials:
Bookazines, coffee table style magazines

It’s Time To Think About
Magazines at Retail
Differently

